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ABSTRACT
The number of passenger cars equipped with a smart key system continues to increase due to the convenience of the
system. A smart key system allows the driver to enter and start a car without using a mechanical key through a wireless
authentication process between the car and the key fob. Even though a smart key system has its own security scheme, it
is vulnerable to the so-called relay attacks. In a relay attack, attackers with signal relaying devices enter and start a car
by relaying signals from the car to the owner’s fob. In this study, a method to detect a relay attack is proposed. The signal strength is used to determine whether the signal received is from the fob or the attacker’s relaying devices. Our results show that relay attacks can be avoided by using the proposed method.
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1. Introduction
Since the introduction of the smart key at the present, the
number of smart key installations has gradually increased
due to the convenience of the device. A smart key system
provides a driver with the ability to enter and start a car
without using a mechanical key through a wireless authentication process. Even though a smart key system has
its own security scheme, it is vulnerable to relay attacks.
Tests on cars with smart key systems indicate that relay
attacks can easily be performed by relaying a low frequency (LF) signal from the car through a relay attack
device to the car’s key fob. Most vehicles are susceptible
to these relay attacks, regardless of the original equipment manufacturer (OEM). In this study, relay attack tests
were performed on nine different cars from seven OEMs
to confirm the potential for these attacks. From the data,
an algorithm was developed to deter unauthorized entry
using a threshold received signal strength indication (RSSI)
value for the RF signal from the key fob.

2. Overview of Smart Key Systems
2.1. Definition
A smart key system is the equipment that allows a driver
to enter and start a car through the process of authentication using fobs registered in the car. Using this system,
the driver can control the door, trunk, and alarm by pressing the button on the fob from a distance. Smart key sysCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

tems have two main functions, listed below. Smart key
system is the equipment that allows the driver to enter
and start the car through the process of authentication
with fobs registered in the car or allows the driver to
control door, trunk, and alarm by pressing the button on
the fob from a distance. Smart key system has the following two main functions.

2.2. Functions
The passive-entry passive-start (PEPS) feature is one of
the functions of smart key systems that allows the driver
to enter and start the car. If the driver triggers the door
handle, then a LF signal (challenge signal) is transmitted
from the car to the fob. The fob responds to the car (response signal) by sending a radio frequency (RF) signal.
The car decodes the RF signal received from the fob and
checks to see whether or not the fob is registered. If the
driver triggers the door handle, then the door locks when
the driver leaves the car. Relay attack problems commonly
occur during the PEPS operation.
Remote keyless entry (RKE) is the second function of
smart key systems that allows the driver to control the
car from a distance. If the driver presses the button on the
fob, then the car doors automatically lock or unlock.

2.3. Types of Relay Attacks
A relay attack is divided into LF and RF relay attacks,
depending on which type f signal is relayed through the
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relay attack devices. A LF relay attack sends a LF signal
from the car to the fob. A RF relay attack relays both a
LF signal from the car and a RF signal from the fob to
the car. For a RF relay attack, the possible attack distance
is longer (up to 1 km) because a RF signal is also relayed.
In this paper, we concentrated solely on a LF relay attack
(Figures 1 and 2).

2.4. Concept of LF Relay Attack Devices
• LF relay attack devices located between the car and
the fob amplify and transfer the LF signal that is sent
when the driver triggers the door handle. Once the fob
receives this LF signal, it verifies the information and
responds to the car. The car receives this signal and
confirms the information and then locks or unlocks
the door.
• Relay attack devices are composed of two components: RA1 and RA2. RA1 is responsible for receiv-

ing the LF signal from the car and transmitting it to
RA2. RA2 is responsible for receiving the signal from
RA1 and transmitting it to the fob.
• A 2.4 GHz module is commonly used to transfer the
signal between RA1 and RA2

2.5. Performance of LF Relay Attack Devices
Relay attack tests were performed on nine different cars
from seven OEMs to confirm the potential for relay attacks in these vehicles. Our results showed that most cars
with smart key systems were vulnerable to relay attacks
(Table 1).

2.6. Relay Attack Test Results
• For the test, the LF frequency, supplier and relay attack vulnerability of each OEM were investigated
• Both passive entry and/or passive start were possible.
• OEM E’s car η had no passive entry option.

Figure 1. Concepts of a low frequency (LF) relay attack

Figure 2. Concepts of a radio frequency (RF) relay attack.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Table 1. Low frequency (LF) relay attack test results.
LF Frequency (KHz)

Supplier

Test Results

No.

OEM

Vehicle
α

134

d

P

P

1

A

α

134

d

P

P

γ

125

c

P

P

2

B

δ

125

c

P

P

3

C

ε

125

w

P

P

4

D

ζ

134

d

P

P

5

E

η

125

h

-

P

6

F

θ

125

g

P

P

7

G

α

125

c

P

P

PE

SP

Comment

No PE Option

In the table1, P: Possible, I: Impossible, PE: Passive Entry, PS: Passive Start.

• Our test results showed that relay attacks were possible within a distance determined by the output power
of the fob (100 m maximum).
• Because the attackers could move out of the driver’s
view, it was difficult for the driver to recognize that
the car’s security had been compromised, if someone
implemented a relay attack
• Solutions for LF relay attack problems are proposed
based on the test results.
• An algorithm is proposed based on the RSSI value of
the fob’s RF signal to prevent car thefts based on fatal
relay attacks.

2.7. Algorithm Based on the Fob’S RF Signal
RSSI Value
To implement an algorithm using the fob’s RF signal
RSSI value, the point at which a fob’s output power is
fixed at 0 dBm for both PEPS and RKE operations is
considered. Usually, the PEPS feature is actuated as the
driver approaches the car. The signal from a relay attack
device travels from some distance. Thus, if the RSSI value
of the RF signal is lower than a given threshold value,
then it can be regarded as a relay attack. This feature of
the algorithm is summarized below.
1) Algorithm using fob’s RF signal RSSI value
a) This algorithm based on fob’s RF signal RSSI value
can determine the proximity of the fob using the RSSI
value of the RF signal.
b) If a car receives an RF signal from a relayed LF
signal from a distance, then the RSSI value is lower due
to signal attenuation.
c) Therefore, if the RSSI value is lower than a predetermined threshold value, the vehicle determines that the
signal corresponds to a relay attack and ignores it, even
though it has been received.
2) Data acquisition process for each test scenario
a) To determine the threshold value to identify a relay
attack, the RSSI value of the RF signal was measured in
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

accordance with the environment of the fob.
b) Two methods were used to measure the RSSI values.
First, the RSSI value was determined with respect to the
distance and direction of the key fob from the car. Second,
the RSSI value was determined with respect to the direction of the fob in relation to the car as well as the voltage
state for a fixed distance of 2 m.
c) To consider the attenuation of the RF signal of the
fob as the battery discharges, the RSSI value of the RF
signal was measured in response to the state of the fob
battery for each direction. The distance at which the RSSI
value was measured was initially 2 m, and the gradually
increased to 50 m in 5-m increments, starting from 5 m.
The direction between the fob antenna and the car was
varied between to 0˚, 90˚ and 180˚. We did not measure
the RSSI value at 270˚ because when viewed from the
position of the car, the value was equal to 90˚ value.
d) For a fixed distance of 2 m, the RSSI was measured
while the fob’s battery voltage was reduced from 3.0 V
to 2.0 V in 0.2-V increments, for various directions between the fob antenna and the car of 0˚, 90˚ and 180˚.
These tests were used to confirm the minimum RSSI
value within the distance required for normal Passive Entry.
e) Testing was performed at these test sites: and open
site, an indoor parking lot, and an outdoor parking lot.
The test results represent an average of the results obtained from the three test sites (Figures 3 and 4).

2.8. Basis for Threshold Value Determination
The threshold value used to identify a relay attack must
be properly selected. If the threshold is too high, then it
could impede normal PEPS operation. The results indicated that the RSSI value gradually decreases as the distance increases. Assuming that the distance over which a
driver can recognize a relay attack is 2 m, the minimum
RSSI value was acquired at a fob voltage of 2 V for 180˚
between the fob antenna and the car (Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 3. Data acquisition equipment.

Figure 5. RSSI value as a function of distance and direction.

Figure 4. Data acquisition method.

Figure 6. RSSI value as a function of direction and voltage.

2.9. Algorithm flow Chart and Verification
The proposed algorithm was successfully applied to a
smart key system. When the vehicle received the RF signal, if the RSSI value was higher than the threshold value,
then the door was unlocked; otherwise, the door remained locked (Figure 7).

3. Conclusions
To avoid LF relay attacks, it is necessary to determine
whether the key is close to or far from the car based on
the received RF signal strength. We developed an algorithm that measured the RSSI value and compared this
with a threshold value. If the RSSI value was lower than
the determined threshold value, then a relay attack was
perceived by the system, and the RF signal was ignored.
Thus, locked car doors remained locked, preventing entry
by the attacker.
The results of our tests on nine vehicles from seven
OEMs indicated that normal PEPS operation would be
possible for distances of <2 m (PEPS operation was not
observed for distances exceeding 2 m). However, if a
relay attack device RA1 is located near the car, and an
RF signal is transmitted from the fob, then a relay attack
could occur. In this scenario, an attack is possible beCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 7. Flow chart of relay attack avoidance algorithm.

cause the relay attack device can possibly transfer an RF
signal that was greater than the threshold value. The current authentication method uses LF and RF one-way
communication. Two-way authentication uses LF one-way
and RF two-way communication. In future studies, multi-channel, divided packet transfer may also be considered with RF two-way authentication.
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